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“To improve is to change; to be perfect is to change often”
Winston Churchill 

Foreword

information on the ASECU and the ASECU Youth (their history, benefits of joining the ASECU
Youth, a short review of previous schools),
core concept of the Summer and Winter School and practical information for hosting universities
planning to organize one of the events,
templates of all the necessary documents. 

Dear Reader,
If you have this Guideline in your hands, you would have known the Association of ASECU or ASECU
Youth. Nevertheless, leaving the key facts about it as an international student community, ASECU and
ASECU Youth Board aim to provide an open and agile approach to introducing new initiatives of the
ASECU Youth and translating them into actions. Furthermore, to optimize the work of the associations
by adjusting it to the current requirements for international cooperation worldwide and by
implementing new projects with high level of efficiency and end results. Nowadays in the era of
challenges, annually both the ASECU and the ASECU Youth try to put forward new, excited, inspiring
and up to date initiatives that will unite participants from around the world. ASECU Youth Schools
Guidelines is one of such necessary initiatives the ASECU Youth Board introduced to get the reader
imbue the spirit of the ASECU and the ASECU Youth and make the preparation to the Summer and
Winter Schools easier.
 
The Guidelines contain: 

 
Enjoy reading and join our brave team in taking each step to make next school amazing!
 
 

ASECU Youth Board
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The Association of Economic Universities of South-Eastern Europe (ASECU) starts its history in November,
1996. After appropriate preparatory work, rector of the University of Macedonia (Greece) Professor
Yannis Tsekouras took initiative to invite all the relevant heads of economic universities in
Thessaloniki, including schools, faculties and departments with the intention to discuss the
establishment of an educational institution at the international level. The initiative was to found an
association, whose primary purpose would be promoting interests of the Economic Universities in
South and Eastern Europe, as well as Black Sea Region, which are public, recognized or financed by
their states. Thus, 32 Economic Universities and Economic Faculties from Albania, Bulgaria, Greece,
Romania and  Yugoslavia became founding members of the Association known today.
At the founding meeting, the ASECU Statute was approved and it was decided to expand association
with eligible universities from other countries. 
By decision taken at the General Assembly in 2007, the full ASECU name was revised and changed to
“Association of Economic Universities of South and Eastern Europe and the Black Sea Region (ASECU)”. It was
also decided to grant associate membership status to universities from Middle East and North-Eastern
Africa (article 4, §4 of Statute). This decision was made in response to the expressed interest in other
regions to join the Association.
Today, the ASECU is proud of its 56 members − Universities and Scientific Research Centers − from 20
countries. Forty-six universities from the countries of Albania, Armenia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Greece,
Montenegro, North Macedonia, Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Turkey and Ukraine joined ASECU as
Full members. Besides, the Association of ASECU accepted 9 Universities from China, Egypt, Hungary,
Kazakhstan, Lebanon and Palestine as its Associated members.  
Until now, the Association enthusiastically organized 15 International Conferences. They were held in
Greece, Serbia, Bulgaria, Romania, Albania, Montenegro, Russia, Poland, Republic of North Macedonia,
Turkey and Slovakia. 
The ASECU Youth is a relatively recent development being an initiative by younger members of the
international scientific organization in the field of economic sciences ASECU. Its history begins when
students from university members presented a proposal for establishing a special youth organization,
known as the ASECU Youth, to the General Assembly. ASECU members enthusiastically welcomed the
idea and had the pleasure to see the younger members of the Association establishing their own structures
and setting out a programme of action. The birth of the ASECU Youth takes place in Russia in 2011. This is
an important year for Rostov State University of Economics. Celebrating its 80th Anniversary and in
parallel with the 15th Anniversary of ASECU, the university hosted the 1st Summer School of the ASECU
students. Thus the ASECU Youth was born.

1st ASECU Youth International Conference and Summer School “Relevant Issues of Development of World
Economy and Economy of Countries of the Southern and Eastern Europe”, Rostov-on-Don, Russia

1. HISTORY OF THE ASECU & ASECU YOUTH
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Since then, next seven ASECU Youth Summer Schools and Conferences were organized by universities
in Romania, Montenegro, Poland, Serbia, Russia, Greece and Bulgaria. 
In February 2020, with the assistance of ASECU, the Youth Association has already organized and
successfully implemented its new ambitious project - 1st ASECU Youth Winter school! It was held in
Polanczyk and hosted by the University of Rzeszów, Poland.

1st ASECU Youth Winter School “Via Carpatia – a Route to the
Future: Socio-Economic and Geopolitical Aspects”, Polanczyk, Poland

Every year the ASECU Youth enjoys particular attention and interest from students. They are ready
for gaining new knowledge, making new friends and be part of the students’ association history. With
enthusiasm and hard work, they are looking forward for the upcoming events.
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First of all, it gives its professors and students the opportunity to exchange information and
opinions with people from universities of more than 20 countries. ASECU provides its
members with the chance of meeting, communicating and collaborating with students and
professors majoring in economics, with a wide spectrum of ideas, experience and skills. We
seek to promote cooperation between economic universities, faculties and departments not only in
the field of research, but also in economic, social and cultural development to remove the political and
ethnic boundaries of the countries involved. 
Second, the results of each event turned out to be incredible. We are all now convinced that
one of the results of a joint research effort has brought together people of different
backgrounds. The idea of creating common findings and enhancing experience exchange is
the core of every multinational initiative. In this way, by establishing contacts and relationships
for joint international projects and exchange of experience, we create at relatively early stage
conditions for orientation in your future profession and career, whether academic or business.  
Third, when a university joins ASECU, its students automatically become members of
ASECU Youth and can actively participate in the work and events of the youth
organization. They have the opportunity to do research, write articles and present their
results at international conferences with dozens of people from other countries. During
their stay, students from abroad in the field of research become both, future motivated
researchers and independent scientists. Numerous activities are organized at an ASECU
Youth event, where most students, including those outside ASECU, can find new friends of
different backgrounds and culturе, leading to the development of additional social and
communication skills. 
Furthermore, a member university is given the chance to organize a future ASECU or ASECU
Youth event, with many people visiting its buildings, its facilities and getting to know the
heart of each university, its people! Professors, students and staff of the organizing university
will have the chance to enhance their organizing skills and arrange an event with magnificent
academic outcomes for our society. In addition, a member university has the opportunity to
host future ASECU or ASECU Youth events where participants explore the buildings,
facilities and get to know the heart of each university and its people. Professors, students
and staff of the organizing university have the opportunity to improve their skills and to
organize events with great academic and social results.

Furthermore, a lot of you may wonder: What benefits do I have of joining ASECU and ASECU
Youth Community? 
ASECU already has 56 members, mainly from the region of South and Eastern Europe and
the Black Sea, and their number is growing steadily. Each university has numerous benefits of
being an active member of ASECU. 
 

 
For all these reasons, we are looking forward to meet you and to see you in our next event!

2. WHY JOIN THE ASECU & ASECU YOUTH TEAM?
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1st ASECU Youth International Conference and Summer School
"Relevant Issues of Development of World Economy and Economy of Countries of the

Southern and Eastern Europe"

3. ASECU YOUTH SUMMER SCHOOLS TIMELINE

Timeframe: 11-18 September 2011
Location: Rostov-on-Don, Russia
Organizers: Rostov State University of
Economics
 
ASECU members enthusiastically welcomed their
students’ idea of establishing a special youth
organization known as ASECU Youth and had the
pleasure to see the younger members of the
Association establishing their own structures and
setting out a programme of action. Rostov State
University of Economics celebrating its 80th
Anniversary and in parallel with the 15th
Anniversary of ASECU organized the 1st Summer
School, where the ASECU Youth was born.

2nd ASECU Youth International Conference and Summer School
"Current Challenges of the Global Economy"

Timeframe: 12-14 July 2012
Location: Iasi, Romania
Organizers: Alexandru Ioan Cuza University
of Iaşi
 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iaşi made this
tradition permanent. Prof. Dumitru Matis, Dean of
Faculty of Economics and Business Administration,
Babes Bolyai University of Cluj Napoca, Romania,
welcomed the students and the Professors at the
opening ceremony, on behalf of the ASECU Board.

3rd ASECU Youth International Conference and Summer School
"Current Challenges of the Global Economy"

Timeframe: 15-20 July 2013
Location: Kotor, Montenegro
Organizers: Faculty of Economics, University
of Montenegro  
 
The Summer School took place in Kotor,
Montenegro in July 15th-20th. 80 students from 12
countries from the ASECU member universities, as
well as, from American Universities for first time
followed the Summer school and presented their
papers at the  3rd International Conference of
ASECU Youth that took place in parallel.
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4th ASECU Youth International Conference and Summer School
"Socio-Economic Regional Development in the context of European Integration"

Timeframe: 14-19 July 2014
Location: Rzeszow, Poland
Organizers: Faculty of Economics, University
of Rzeszow 
 
60 students from ASECU member universities as
well as from new members such as Turkey
presented their papers at the International
Conference of ASECU Youth. Presentations and
workshops on the topic were a part of the rich
program in Poland offered to the students.

5th ASECU Youth International Conference and Summer School
"Improving Business and Socio-Economic Environment for Enhancing Competitiveness"

Timeframe: 12-17 July 2015 
Location: Belgrade, Serbia
Organizers: Faculty of Economics, University
of Belgrade
 
The school was hosted at the students' resort
"Radojka Lakic" on the Avala mountain in
Belgrade and the Faculty of Economics, University
of Belgrade was the host University. Sixty-five
students from ASECU Youth member universities
followed the school.

6th ASECU Youth International Conference and Summer School
"Southern and Eastern Europe at Crossroads of Socio-Economic Challenges"

Timeframe: 19-24 September 2016                                  
Location: Rostov-on-Don, Russia
Organizers: Rostov State University of
Economics 
 
RSUE celebrating its 85th Anniversary this time
and in parallel with the 20th Anniversary of
ASECU, undertook for second time the
organization of the 6th Summer School, which
took place in a youth camp almost at the borders
Russia/Ukraine Russia. It hosted 90 students.
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7th ASECU Youth International Conference and Summer School
"History is back. Institutional Socioeconomic & Business Challenges in a rapidly changing world"

Timeframe: 20-27 August 2017
Location: Possidi, Chalkidiki, Greece
Organizers: Department of Economics,
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (AUTh);
University of Macedonia
 
The school was organized at the Aristotle
University Camp, in front of the sea. For first time,
a new opening to students from other countries, out
of the area of ASECU, brought 130 participants,
students and professors, from 16 countries.
 

8th ASECU Youth International Conference and Summer School
"Sustainable Development GOALS 2030: Challenges for South and Eastern European

Countries and the Black Sea Region"

Timeframe: 15-20 September 2019
Location: Ravda, Bulgaria
Organizers: University of National and World
Economy   
 
The school was held at the University’s resort in
Ravda, Black Sea and hosted 50 students and
professors from the ASECU member universities,
China as an official member this time being among
its participants.
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4. ASECU YOUTH WINTER SCHOOLS TIMELINE

1st ASECU Youth Winter School “Via Carpatia – a Route to the Future: Socio-Economic and 
Geopolitical Aspects”, Polanczyk, Poland

International Conference “Depopulation in the
countries and regions of the Three Seas Initiative –
Conditions and Consequences”, University of Rzeszow

A new remarkable event within ASECU Youth
association took place in Polanczyk, near the
picturesque view of the Lake Solina. Yes, the
1st ASECU Youth Winter School is already
here! 
The occurrence started on February 17 with a
conference at the University of Rzeszow entitled
“Depopulation in the Countries and Regions
of the Three Seas Initiative Conditions and
Consequences”. The conference was split into
one debate on “Socio-economic and
demographic challenges in the Three Seas
Initiative countries” and a panel session
entitled “Depopulation-related changes in the
state and structure of the population and their
infrastructural determinants”.
The next day, the Winter School officially
started in Polanczyk. Eighty two students and
lecturers came from 14 countries who had the
opportunity to discuss the topic of “Via
Carpatia – a route to the future: Socio-economic
and geopolitical aspects”.
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They were divided into eight groups, with different topics related to Via Carpatia, namely:
1.    History of South and Eastern Europe in being a common socioeconomic and cultural area.
2.    History of Via Carpatia and present stand of realization.
3.    Technical, institutional and financial issues of Via Carpatia.
4.    The significance of Via Carpatia for trade relations in the region.
5.    The significance of Via Carpatia for financial mobility and cross-regional investment.
6.    The significance of Via Carpatia for interregional tourism, as well as for touristic attractiveness of
the region as a whole.
7.    Via Carpatia and cultural interconnection / cross-cultural communication in the region.
8.    The geo-political significance of Via Carpatia.
 
 

Due to the new concept of the school, expressed
in the absence of preliminary preparation of
reports and participation in a conference, the
students were challenged with creating posters
highlighting the best ideas on the topic. During
these days, they held morning and afternoon
sessions, where they spent time working on their
posters, gathering ideas and being creative.
On the evening of February 18, the students
organized a Global Village where each country
had to present their culture, food and drinks,
ending the night with traditional songs.
The next day, some of them continued their
boat trip on Solina Lake, while others went
skiing. Among the various work sessions,
students also had seminars on ERASMUS+ grant
program, an official visit from  local authorities,
and interviews with Polish media. 
On the last day, students had to submit their
ideas to the annual “Europa Karpat” Economic
Forum, which was held in Przemysl.
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1st ASECU Youth Winter School “Via Carpatia – a Route to the Future: Socio-Economic and
Geopolitical Aspects”, Presentation of the final projects, Polanczyk, Poland
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The core event in the framework of each ASECU Youth Summer School is ASECU Youth International
Conference becoming a platform for lively discussions among students and professors from a variety of
countries, an exchange of research methods and approaches to investigating certain topics. 
Participants are also able to join lectures and presentations of visiting professors who can cover a relevant
topic ASECUers have not heard much about it or introduce findings related to their country they
also knew nothing about its economy before. 
Being a part of ASECU family does not only give an opportunity to attend scientific conferences
related to interesting topics, but also provides a warm atmosphere by holding multinational events to
meet and make friends with participants from different cultures and countries. The hosting
university always organizers several trips to historical sights to let ASECUers explore the history and
distinctiveness of their culture. Sometimes, organizers may organize visits to companies in the host
country to show participants how business is run there. 
There is also one more kind of activities we do not identify as a separate block, since it is a synergy
of scientific, educational and cultural components. It entails sports activities and other games aimed at
interaction, participants’ skills development and simply getting to know each other better.

5. ASECU YOUTH SUMMER SCHOOL – BOTTOM LINE
The main concept of all ASECU Youth Summer Schools is to offer students a saturated program
traditionally entailing three major blocks of activities:

Science
ASECU Youth

International Conference

Education
Lectures of visiting

professors

Culture
Global Village,

excursions & trip fields
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The core event in the framework of the Winter School is preparing posters on a given topic. The hosting
university announces the general topic of the school and then introduces a number of topics for
students’ teams, which expose a certain aspect of the given broad topic. The main outcomes of students’
teams working together during workshops is presenting a poster on the topic they are given. 
Being a part of ASECU family does not only give an opportunity to attend scientific conferences
related to interesting topics, but also provides a warm atmosphere by holding multinational events to
meet and make friends with participants from different cultures and countries. The hosting
university always organizers several trips to historical sights to let ASECUers explore the history and
distinctiveness of their culture. Sometimes, organizers may organize visits to companies in the host
country to show participants how business is run there. 
There is also one more kind of activities we do not identify as a separate block, since it is a synergy
of scientific, educational and cultural components. It entails sports activities and other games aimed at
 interaction, participants’ skills development and simply getting to know each other better.

6. ASECU YOUTH WINTER SCHOOL – BOTTOM LINE
The concept of the Winter School is distinct from the Summer School. It does not entails organizing the
International Conference with further publication of proceedings. The Winter School has two major
blocks of activities:

Education &
co-working
Posters preparation

Culture
Global Village,

excursions & trip fields
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Venue (providing/renting hotel/students’ camp/recreation center)
The hosting university reserves the right to choose the venue for holding the school. It can choose the
venue according to facilities it has, climate conditions during the dates of the school, destinations expected
to show ASECUers. 
If the university has the recreational property (a summer camp, a health camp, a recreation center,
student dormitories), it is the most favorable option for hosting ASECU Youth students owing to lower/no
expenses on renting. Another option ASECU universities used when holding the previous schools is
student dormitories available during summer or winter schools. Traditionally ASECU member
universities use university facilities. In case the hosting university has no property, it can rent a hotel. 
The hosting university as an organizer of the scientific conference in the framework of the ASECU Youth
Summer School should ensure that facilities used during the school have rooms or an open area that can
be used for holding conference sessions and equipped with a laptop, a projector and a microphone. 
 

Financing of the school: housing, catering, transfer, conference kit, and culture
Traditionally, the hosting university commits to cover all expenses for organizing the school. The ASECU
is a non-profit organization and cannot perform as a co-financing entity. The association fulfills the
function of a co-organizer assisting in conference organization and issuing official documents to hold the
school or travel documents and other parts of organizational support. Apart from this, hosting universities
use their finances and/or requesting funding from regular university sponsors or non-regular sponsors
like tourist companies, museums and other sites of national heritage providing discounts. Account should
also be taken of participants’ coverage of travel costs, visa issuance and a participation fee.
1. Housing
The university should provide students and professors with accommodation during the school. Please, see
section “Venue” above for additional information. 
2. Catering
The hosting university should provide participants with the full board catering during the school. 
3. Transfer
If the hosting university is planning to organize the summer school outside the city of the university, 

7. PRACTICAL INFORMATION FOR HOSTING UNIVERSITIES

Venue (providing/renting hotel/students’
camp/recreation center)
Financing of the school: housing, catering,
transfer, conference kit, and culture
Topic of the school
Dates
Call for Papers
Setting a participation fee (fees gradation
for different participants, currency, rules
of payment)
Advertising the school
Visa Procedures (providing invitation
letters)
Abstracts & papers review and selection

7.1. Summer School preparation

Before the school begins

Issues the hosting university should remember

When the school is being held
Preparing a school agenda 
Providing a Code of Conduct for
participants
Internet access
Tsekouras Prize

On the school closure
Designing and printing certificates (ECTS
calculation)
Editing and issuing the conference
proceedings

Before the school begins
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it should organize the transfer from the city defined by organizers as the destination of arrival and departure
for participants to the destination and back to this city. The frequency of transfers (1 bus or several buses
during the day fixed to the flights) is left to the discretion of the organizers, but it should be provided for all
participants.  
4. Conference kit 
The conference kit contents is left to the discretion of the hosting university. Traditionally, it includes the
program of the school (please, find the template of the program contents in Annex 6), a pen, a T-shirt, a
packet (please, find photos of conference kits from previous ASECU Youth schools on p. 30). 
5. Culture 
The hosting university should cover costs on such cultural events as excursions and transportation to the sights in
terms of these cultural events. The format of the cultural events is at the discretion of the organizer. The events
considered as part of the cultural program are described in detail in section “Preparing a school agenda” (p. 20).
 

Topic of the school
The hosting university as an organizer of the conference in the framework of the school should introduce
the topic of the conference, which is traditionally relevant and reflects the current economic issue or area
under international government and scholars’ interest. Usually the topic being related to the relevant issue
(project, program, event, initiative, etc.) is formulated in a broad way to take into account the diversity of
majors and scientific interests of participants. Traditionally, before announcing the topic the hosting
university informs the ASECU Board and the ASECU Youth Board about their choice. The ASECU Board
and the ASECU Youth Board in their turn can express their views and recommendations on its editing. 
 

Dates
The hosting university reserves the right to choose the dates for holding the school. Dates to be chosen
depend on the availability of facilities it is going to use or rent, climate conditions during the planned
period, local/regional/national events expected to be included in the program. Traditionally, the summer
school lasts 5-6 days; excluding dates of arrival and departure (see Annex 5). 
 

Call for Papers
The hosting university as an organizer of the conference in the frame of the summer school should take
into account timely publication and dissemination of the Call for Papers. The organizer chooses the
format and design of the Call for Papers; however, there is a template for it from the previous summer
schools (see Annex 1). We recommend all hosting universities to expose such critical information as:
- Topic,
- Dates,
- Venue,
- Key deadlines,
- Accommodation details,
- Brief agenda,
- Participation fees (see detailed information below),
- Application submission procedure,
- Abstract and paper requirements (Annex 2).
We recommend organizers to follow the following deadlines for the summer school preparation and
successful holding:

Announcement of the Summer School venue
 

Issue of the Call for Papers
 

Submission of Applications and abstracts

Submission of Full Papers

Action Deadline (approximately)
August – September*
  *At the Summer School held before the upcoming one
January - February *
  *Not less than 5 months before the event begins for students to
prepare high-level papers
May

August*

  *In case the school is held 
  - in August, full papers should be collected no later than in early August, 
  - in September, full papers should be collected no later than in late August

18



ASECU member universities participants
Participants from universities non-members of ASECU from South and Eastern Europe and the Black
Sea Region
Participants from universities non-members of ASECU outside of South and Eastern Europe and the
Black Sea Region

The official university website of the hosting university,
ASECU & ASECU Youth official websites,
Official websites of the ASECU member universities,
Officially appointed contact persons of the ASECU member universities*,

Ambassadors from ASECU member universities and non-ASECU universities,

International Offices of ASECU member universities,

Students and professors participating in ASECU previous summer and winter schools,
Economic departments and international offices of ASECU and non-ASECU universities,
Aggregators (online platforms) of international and domestic conferences and summer schools.

Setting a participation fee (fees gradation for different participants, currency,
rules of payment)
There are 3 options in terms of the participation fee the hosting university may follow:
1. All participants pay a participation fee the same for all.
The hosting university reserves the right to set the participation fee that can vary depending on
organizational costs, volume of funding from sponsors, standards of living in the country. 
2. One professor and two students having the best papers prepared for the conference are exempted
from the participation fee and the rest of participants forming delegations pay a participation fee.
The ASECU Youth has the unspoken rule that each ASECU member university may nominate a standard
delegation of two students and one accompanying professor that are hosted completely free of charge
(accommodation and full-day catering, transfer from and to an airport, cultural part of the program). The
hosting university reserves the right to set the participation fee for the rest that can vary depending on
organizational costs, volume of funding from sponsors, standards of living in the country. 
There are several categories of participants, the hosting university in case one and/or two
should charge differently: 

3.  All participants participate in the school for free.
The hosting university reserves the right to set the participation fee either in Euro or in the national
currency of its country. Traditionally, the payment is made in Euro. The also hosting university reserves the
right to ask participants either to provide a participation fee before the school begins or on arrival to the
destination. In case the university requires to provide payment before the school, it should include
information on the deadline for payment and payment details of the beneficiary (i.e. a university/other)  in
the Call for Papers.
              NOTES
              ❶High participation fee can become a crucial criterion that can result in refusals of students to                   
              participate.
              ❷The hosting university also reserves the right to set or eliminate participation fees for professors 
              giving lectures at the Summer School.
 

Advertising the school
Advertising of the upcoming school is possible only after the Call for Papers is approved. Therefore, to
succeed in informing a sufficient number of stakeholders it is critical to timely prepare the Call for Papers.
The hosting university as an organizer of the summer school and a scientific conference in its framework
should timely disseminate information about the upcoming event to attract as many stakeholders as
possible. There are dissemination channels the Organizing Committee of the school can apply:

*Annually updated by the ASECU Board

*Annually updated by the ASECU Board

*Annually updated by the ASECU Board

The ASECU Youth Board can and is ready to effectively help in advertising the school. It is of use and help
if the hosting university designs an advertising banner to post it on the websites and in social media of other
universities.
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a scientific paper (obligatory),
a motivation letter,
a passport copy. 

Visa Procedures (providing invitation letters)
The hosting university as an organizer of the summer school is obliged to provide participants with the
invitation letters as one of the documents required for getting a visa. You can find templates of invitation letters
in Appendix 2. It should be born in mind that the procedure of visa issuance can take more than 1 month.
Please, pay special attention to optimizing the prompt procedure of issuing invitation letters to all participants.
 

Abstracts & papers review and selection
The hosting university as an organizer of the conference in the frame of the summer school bears
responsibility for processing abstracts and full papers being criteria for the selection of participants for the
summer school. Introducing additional criteria on demand is optional, but recommended, since they serve
as an additional tool to select participants in case the total number of applications exceeds the number of
places available at the school. According to the latest practice, it is useful to require submitting the following
package of documents:

The hosting university should elaborate a specific quota for participants from each ASECU member
university and for participants from non-ASECU universities. It is recommended to keep 10-15 % of places to
participants from non-ASECU universities. 
 
             NOTES
             ❶An electronic application form for participants is more convenient to use. 

When the school is being held

a scientific conference (3 days),
lectures of visiting professors (3 days, 2-3 lectures a day),
Global Village,
Excursions to historical sights, plants and companies,
Workshops and other forms of interaction among students (quiz, crossword, business game, debate,
round table, 
Seminars of MNEs’ administrative staff, businessmen, public authorities invited by the hosting university,
Ice-breaking games (beach volleyball, relay race, etc.),
Gift exchange (e.g. 1010 Ways To Buy Without Money),
Any kind of sports games,
Other entertaining events (karaoke, play, movie, disco, quest, competition on best clip preparation, talent night, etc.).

Preparing a school agenda 
The Organizing Committee of the hosting university elaborates a school Agenda. Its structure is left to the
discretion of the Organizing Committee, but should include obligatory events:
1.  A scientific conference with simultaneous or sequential sessions (depending on the number of
participants)
Traditionally, ASECU Youth International Scientific Conference entails the work of six sequential sessions during 3 days,
2 sessions each day, the second session followed by professors’ lectures (see Annex 5). The session is effectively held if there
are about five (maximum 6) presentations given at each session.  
2.     Lectures of visiting professors from ASECU and non-ASECU member universities
Traditionally, there are two or three lectures held each day during the conference. The number of lectures depends on the
number of visiting professors coming with students’ delegations.
3.       Global Village -   a cultural night, where all participating delegations have a chance to present their
country using traditional clothes, dishes, music, rituals, dances, etc.
Traditionally, each delegation serves a table with its traditional food, national souvenirs (photos of sights, university,
outstanding people, etc.), wears national costumes, and introduces a national song or a dance. The Global Village is a
wonderful opportunity for participants to explore a number of new cultures at one time. 
 
According to the annual tradition kept by hosting universities, the Agenda of the ASECU Youth Summer
School includes the following keynotes:
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             NOTES
             ❶Before the school is officially opened the organizers should provide participants with a draft version 
             of the Agenda or keynotes of the school for participants to get prepared for all events included. It is 

          preferable (but not obligatory) if organizers make mailing to participants with a reminder list of clothes,    
             food they should take for each event.

           ❷According to the previous ASECU Summer Schools held, the school becomes successful if participants 
             are engaged in academic, cultural and leisure activities during the whole day and when all days have a 
             full program, which presupposes breaks when the type of activity changes (i.e. students should have a 
             rest after the conference session, lecture time, lunch). 
             ❸On scheduling the Agenda and organizing the cultural and leisure time program, the ASECU Youth   
             Board kindly offers its help to the organizers to provide any help needed to the organizers.
 

Providing a Code of Conduct for participants to agree on it
The ASECU Youth Code of Conduct should be sent together with the draft agenda before participants’
arrival.
On all participants’ arrival (after all are accommodated), each student should carefully read the ASECU
Youth Code of Conduct (p. 28) and sign it. By signing it, the student is obliged to respect the rules and all
those to whom it =may concern. In case a student violates the rule, the ASECU Board reserves the right to
apply to the students’ university authorities to ask to impose penal measures on the code violator.
 

Internet access
To sustain communication with the family and friends, what is of utmost importance for foreign
participants, and to successfully realize all planned events and activities in the framework of the school, it is
critical for the hosting university to provide participants with free and fast Wi-Fi in the area where the school
is going to be held.
 

Tsekouras Prize
Nominating a Tsekouras Prize winner is an obligatory procedure introduced to encourage and motivate
young scientists to pursue doing research.  
In 2017, the Board of the Directors of ASECU officially announced the “Tsekouras Prize for Young
Economists” following the generous offer of the Honorary President of ASECU Prof. Yannis Tsekouras and
his wife Erna Jauch Tsekouras.
According their proposal the Prize will be given annually to the best paper, which will be presented at the
Summer School of ASECU Youth.
The procedure consists of three phases:
1) Τhe students’ papers presented in ASECU Youth Summer School are being evaluated by a committee
consisting of representatives from all the universities participating in the Summer School.
2) Α blind review tripartite committee, appointed by the Board of ASECU, chooses out of the five
nominated papers the one that will be awarded.
For this, the tripartite committee considers 
a. Scientific Excellence with respect to: 
– Clarity in defining the specific hypothesis; 
– The efficiency of theoretical analysis and/or empirical testing of the hypothesis; 
– Contribution to the relevant international literature.
b. Social excellence with respect to: 
– relevance to the scope of SEEJE that covers economic, business and finance research with emphasis on the
issues of the South and Eastern Europe and the Black Sea 
– contribution to the discussion of current socioeconomic challenges with respect to the socially and
environmental sustainable development of the ASECU region
3) Finally, all five nominated papers are invited to be presented in the immediately after organized
ASECU Conference with covered the participation expenses and to be included at the proceedings of the
Conference.
After the presentations, the President of ASECU announces the decision of the committee about the awarded
paper, delivers the “Tsekouras Prize for Young Economists” and the respective grant of 500 Euro.
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             NOTES
             ❶ Although Tsekouras Prize is annually awarded, the hosting university may introduce its additional 
             prizes and/or nominations to encourage motivated and active youth. For instance, in 2019, University     
             of National and World Economy (Bulgaria) introduced two extra prizes:
             -   The "Best Presentation" Award of UNWE;
             -   The "Most Valuable Participant" Award of UNWE.

On the school closure
Designing and printing certificates (ECTS calculation)
The hosting university should prepare a certificate of attendance indicating the number of ECTS the students
acquired during the school. Please, see the template of the certificate and a supplement to it (Annex 7). 
The university is free to award students with additional certificate of participation in the scientific conference
and other certificates depending on the events planned during the school. 
 

Editing and issuing the conference proceedings
The hosting university reserves the right to issue the proceedings of the ASECU Youth International
Conference and Summer School either on the school completion or after the school is finished. It also
reserves the right to issue the proceedings electronically or the printed ones. The Organizing Committee of
the school should edit all papers presented at the conference according to the requirements introduced to
participants in the Call for Papers.
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Venue (providing/renting hotel/students’ camp/recreation center)
The hosting university reserves the right to choose the venue for holding the school. It can choose the
venue according to facilities it has, climate conditions during the dates of the school, destinations expected
to show ASECUers. 
If the university has the recreational property (a summer camp, a health camp, a recreation center,
student dormitories), it is the most favorable option for hosting ASECU Youth students owing to lower/no
expenses on renting. Another option ASECU universities used when holding the previous schools is
student dormitories available during summer or winter schools. Traditionally ASECU member
universities use university facilities. In case the hosting university has no property, it can rent a hotel. 
The hosting university as an organizer of the scientific conference in the framework of the ASECU Youth
Winter School should ensure that facilities used during the school have rooms or an open area that can be
used for holding conference sessions and equipped with a laptop, a projector and a microphone. 
 

Financing of the school: housing, catering, transfer, conference kit, and culture
Traditionally, the hosting university commits to cover all expenses for organizing the school. The ASECU
is a non-profit organization and cannot perform as a co-financing entity. The association fulfills the
function of a co-organizer assisting in conference organization and issuing official documents to hold the
school or travel documents and other parts of organizational support. Apart from this, hosting universities
use their finances and/or requesting funding from regular university sponsors or non-regular sponsors
like tourist companies, museums and other sites of national heritage providing discounts. Account should
also be taken of participants’ coverage of travel costs, visa issuance and a participation fee.
1. Housing
The university should provide students and professors with accommodation during the school. Please, see
section “Venue” above for additional information. 
2. Catering
The hosting university should provide participants with the full board catering during the school. 
3. Transfer
If the hosting university is planning to organize the winter school outside the city of the university, it
should organize the transfer from the city defined by organizers as the destination of arrival and
departure for participants to the destination and back to this city. The frequency of transfers (1 bus
or several buses during the day fixed to the flights) is left to the discretion of the organizers, but it
should be provided for all participants. 

 

Venue (providing/renting hotel/students’
camp/recreation center)
Financing of the school: housing, catering,
transfer, conference kit, and culture
Topic of the school
Dates
Call for Papers
Setting a participation fee (fees gradation
for different participants, currency, rules
of payment)
Advertising the school
Visa Procedures (providing invitation letters)
Abstracts & papers review and selection

7.2. Winter School preparation

Before the school begins

Issues the hosting university should remember

When the school is being held
Preparing a school agenda 
Providing a Code of Conduct for
participants
Internet access

On the school closure
Designing and printing certificates (ECTS
calculation)

Before the school begins
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4. Conference kit 
The conference kit contents is left to the discretion of the hosting university. Traditionally, it includes the
program of the school (please, find the template of the program contents in Annex 6), a pen, a T-shirt, a
packet (please, find photos of conference kits from previous ASECU Youth schools on p. 30).
              NOTE
                ❶ Organizers should provide each student team working under a poster with office supplies (a poster    
                board, a sticky tape, scissors, markers, pen and pencils, white and colored paper) and a color printer.
 
5. Culture 
The hosting university should cover costs on such cultural events as excursions and transportation to the sights in
terms of these cultural events. The format of the cultural events is at the discretion of the organizer. The events
considered as part of the cultural program are described in detail in section “Preparing a school agenda” (p. 26).
 

Topic of the school
The hosting university as an organizer of the conference in the framework of the school should introduce
the topic of the conference, which is traditionally relevant and reflects the current economic issue or area
under international government and scholars’ interest. Usually the topic being related to the relevant issue
(project, program, event, initiative, etc.) is formulated in a broad way to take into account the diversity of
majors and scientific interests of participants. Traditionally, before announcing the topic the hosting
university informs the ASECU Board and the ASECU Youth Board about their choice. The ASECU Board
and the ASECU Youth Board in their turn can express their views and recommendations on its editing. 
 

Dates
The hosting university reserves the right to choose the dates for holding the school. Dates to be chosen
depend on the availability of facilities it is going to use or rent, climate conditions during the planned
period, local/regional/national events expected to be included in the program. Traditionally, the winter
school lasts 5-6 days; excluding dates of arrival and departure. 
 

Call for Papers
The hosting university as an organizer of the conference in the frame of the summer school should take
into account timely publication and dissemination of the Call for Papers. The organizer chooses the
format and design of the Call for Papers; however, there is a template for it from the previous winter
school (see Annex 3). We recommend all hosting universities to expose such critical information as:
- Topic,
- Dates,
- Venue,
- Key deadlines,
- Accommodation details,
- Brief agenda,
- Participation fees (see detailed information below),
- Application submission procedure.
We recommend organizers to follow the following deadlines for the summer school preparation and successful holding:

Announcement of the Winter School venue
 

Issue of the Call for Papers

 

Submission of Applications
Holding the School

Action Deadline (approximately)
August – September*
  *At the Summer School held before the upcoming one
October - November*
  *Not less than 5 months before the event begins for
students to prepare high-level papers
May
August*
  *In case the school is held 
  - in August, full papers should be collected no later than
in early August, 
  - in September, full papers should be collected no later
than in late August
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ASECU member universities participants
Participants from universities non-members of ASECU from South and Eastern Europe and the Black Sea
Region
Participants from universities non-members of ASECU outside of South and Eastern Europe and the Black
Sea Region

The official university website of the hosting university,
ASECU & ASECU Youth official websites,
Official websites of the ASECU member universities,
Officially appointed contact persons of the ASECU member universities*,

Ambassadors from ASECU member universities and non-ASECU universities,

International Offices of ASECU member universities,

Students and professors participating in ASECU previous summer and winter schools,
Economic departments and international offices of ASECU and non-ASECU universities,
Aggregators (online platforms) of international and domestic conferences and summer schools.

Setting a participation fee (fees gradation for different participants, currency, rules
of payment)
There are three options in terms of the participation fee the hosting university may follow:
1.      All participants pay a participation fee the same for all.
The hosting university reserves the right to set the participation fee that can vary depending on organizational
costs, volume of funding from sponsors, standards of living in the country.
2.      One professor and two students having the applications are exempted from the participation fee and the
rest of participants forming delegations pay a participation fee.
The ASECU Youth has the unspoken rule that each ASECU member university may nominate a standard
delegation of two students and one accompanying professor that are hosted completely free of charge
(accommodation and full-day catering, transfer from and to an airport, cultural part of the program). The
hosting university reserves the right to set the participation fee for the rest that can vary depending on
organizational costs, volume of funding from sponsors, standards of living in the country. 
There are several categories of participants, the hosting university in case one and/or two should charge
differently:

3.      All participants participate in the school for free.
The hosting university reserves the right to set the participation fee either in Euro or in the national currency of
its country. Traditionally, the payment is made in Euro. The also hosting university reserves the right to ask
participants either to provide a participation fee before the school begins or on arrival to the destination. In case
the university requires to provide payment before the school, it should include information on the deadline for
payment and payment details of the beneficiary (i.e. a university/other) in the Call for Papers.
              NOTES
              ❶High participation fee can become a crucial criterion that can result in refusals of students to participate.
              ❷The hosting university also reserves the right to set or eliminate participation fees for professors being         
               monitors (research advisers) of students teams at the Winter School.
 

Advertising the school
Advertising of the upcoming school is possible only after the Call for Papers is approved. Therefore, to succeed
in informing a sufficient number of stakeholders it is critical to timely prepare the Call for Papers.
The hosting university as an organizer of the summer school and a scientific conference in its framework should
timely disseminate information about the upcoming event to attract as many stakeholders as possible. There are
dissemination channels the Organizing Committee of the school can apply:

*Annually updated by the ASECU Board

*Annually updated by the ASECU Board

*Annually updated by the ASECU Board

The ASECU Youth Board can and is ready to effectively help in advertising the school. It is of use and help if the
hosting university designs an advertising banner to post it on the websites and in social media of other universities.
 

Visa Procedures (providing invitation letters)
The hosting university as an organizer of the winter school is obliged to provide participants with the invitation
letters as one of the documents required for getting a visa. You can find templates of invitation letters in
Appendix 2. It should be born in mind that the procedure of visa issuance can take more than 1 month. Please,
pay special attention to optimizing the prompt procedure of issuing invitation letters to all participants.
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A motivation letter,
A passport copy. 

A student status certificate (i.e. a signed and stamped note from student’s Department/School/Faculty
confirming confirming his/her studies at university),
A recommendation letter from one of student’s professors (i.e. a short signed (and preferably stamped) letter
confirming that student can represent his/her Department/School/Faculty at the winter school).

Applications review and selection
The hosting university as an organizer of the winter school bears responsibility for introducing criteria for
participants’ selection. Introducing additional criteria on demand is optional, but recommended, since they serve
as an additional tool to select participants in case the total number of applications exceeds the number of
placesavailable at the school. According to the practice from the 1st Winter School, it is useful to require
submitting the following standard package of documents:

If an applicant represents non-ASECU university, it is recommended to ask him/her to provide the Organizing
Committee with the following additional documents:

The hosting university should elaborate a specific quota for participants from each ASECU member university
and for participants from non-ASECU universities. It is recommended to keep 10-15 % of places to participants
from non-ASECU universities. 
              NOTES
              ❶An electronic application form for participants is more convenient to use.
 

 
 When the school is being held

Posters preparation (3 days),
Global Village,
Excursions to historical sights, plants and companies,
Workshops and other forms of interaction among students (quiz, crossword, business game, debate, round
table,
Seminars of MNEs’ administrative staff, businessmen, public authorities invited by the hosting university,
Ice-breaking games (beach volleyball, relay race, etc.)
Gift exchange (e.g. 1010 Ways To Buy Without Money)
Any kind of sports games
Other entertaining events (karaoke, play, movie, disco, quest, competition on best clip preparation, talent night, etc.).

Preparing a school agenda
The Organizing Committee of the hosting university elaborates a school Agenda. Its structure is left to the
discretion of the Organizing Committee, but should include obligatory events:
1. A posters preparation section
The hosting university announces the general topic of the school and then introduces a number of topics for students’ groups,
which expose a certain aspect of the given broad topic. The main outcomes of groups of students working together during
workshops is presenting a poster on the topic they are given.
2. Global Village -  a cultural night, where all participating delegations have a chance to present their country
using traditional clothes, dishes, music, rituals, dances, etc.
Traditionally, each delegation serves a table with its traditional food, national souvenirs (photos of sights, university,
outstanding people, etc.), wears national costumes, and introduces a national song or a dance. The Global Village is a
wonderful opportunity for participants to explore a number of new cultures at one time.
The Agenda of the ASECU Youth Winter School may include the following keynotes:

              NOTES
             ❶Before the school is officially opened the organizers should provide participants with a draft version of      
            the Agenda or keynotes of the school for participants to get prepared for all events included. It is preferable  

          (but not obligatory) if organizers make mailing to participants with a reminder list of clothes, food they should
              take for each event.
            ❷According to the previous ASECU Winter School held, the school becomes successful if participants are        

        engaged in academic, cultural and leisure activities during the whole day and when all days have a full program, 
            which presupposes breaks when the type of activity changes (i.e. students should have a rest after the 
            conference session, lecture time, lunch).
          ❸On scheduling the Agenda and organizing the cultural and leisure time program, the ASECU Youth 
            Board kindly offers its help to the organizers to provide any help needed to the organizers.
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Providing a Code of Conduct for participants
The ASECU Youth Code of Conduct should be sent together with the draft agenda before participants’ arrival.
On all participants’ arrival (after all are accommodated), each student should carefully read the ASECU Youth
Code of Conduct (p. 28) and sign it. By signing it, the student is obliged to respect the rules and all those to whom
it may concern. In case a student violates the rule, the ASECU Board reserves the right to apply to the students’
university authorities to ask to impose penal measures on the code violator.

 
Internet access
To sustain communication with the family and friends, what is of utmost importance for foreign participants,
and to successfully realize all planned events and activities in the framework of the school, it is critical for the
hosting university to provide participants with free and fast Wi-Fi in the area where the school is going to be
held.

On the school closure
Designing and printing certificates (ECTS calculation)
The hosting university should prepare a certificate of attendance indicating the number of ECTS the students
acquired during the school. Please, see the template of the certificate and a supplement to it (Annex 7). 
The university is free to award students with additional certificate of participation in the scientific conference and
other certificates depending on the events planned during the school.
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8. CODE OF CONDUCT AT ASECU YOUTH SCHOOLS

THE CODE OF CONDUCT
OF 

ASECU YOUTH

Foreword 
The ASECU Youth is an association that promotes and encourages respect and tolerance among all
representatives from the different universities and institutions, who are attending the organized event. To
ensure that the safety, ethics and values are followed during the event the so-called Code of Conduct
(hereinafter referred also as “the Rules”) is developed. Its purpose is to inform all participants about their
expected behavior and conduct.
1.      GENERAL PROVISIONS
      1.1 Every person who takes part in the ASECU Youth event – a member of the delegation – should
carefully read this document and make sure that s/he is aware of and ready to observe the Rules during
the period and on the territory of the event. 
       1.2 These Rules apply to any individual, group or organization that is considered a participant in any
meeting, activity or event of ASECU Youth.
      1.3 The participants should obey all instructions and directions of the members of the Organizing
Committee. The behavior of those who fail to do so shall be considered an act of offence towards the
Organizing Committee and is likely to result in disciplinary actions against the offenders.
2.      LIVING ON THE TERRITORY OF THE EVENT
         2.1 The participants are prohibited to:
o   Endanger in any way the life and safety of everyone present;
o   Bring and keep any types of cold, fire, chemical, gas and other traumatic weapons;
o   Bring, keep, use and distribute any kind of drugs, smuggled items, toxic substances, strong medicines,
and any alcohol drinks (including beer);
o   Smoke hookah, opiates, etc.;
o   Infringe the code of conduct in public places;
o   Use any kind of conduct or communication that can be considered to be bulling or harassment of the
other participants;
o   Show violence, disrespectful or discriminatory behavior towards the other participants regarding :
     - Age;
     - Gender, including gender identity, gender expression and sexual orientation;
     - Nationality, including origin, historical background of the place of origin, skin color;
     - ethnic, etc.;
     - Disabilities or any other illnesses;
     - Education and socio-economic status;
     - Religion or other beliefs;
     - Physical appearance;
     - Language;
o   Initiate or engage in conflicts towards participants, guests, staff or the organizers of the event;
o   Attend the event’s activities inappropriately dressed (for example beachwear and open clothes), except
for the activities, which require it;
o  Bring pets on the territory of the event;
o  Damage or deface property or use any of the facilities improperly and/or break them;
o  Invite and receive guests, who are not participants of the event;
o  Use open fire, make fire and use open-fire devices out of the area of their accommodation without the
permission of the Organizing Committee;
o  Engage any acts that will, or are likely to disturb the activities and the purposes of the event;
o  Leave the territory of the School without permission of the Organizing Committee.
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      2.2 The participants are obliged to:
o   Observe the local rules and laws of the place where the event is held; 
o   Attend and be on time for all lessons, activities and planned meetings during the event;
o   Wear the original badge prepared by the Organizing Committee all the time on the territory of the
event and outside it;
o   Behave in courteous and respectful manners;
o     Remind to other participants that they are obliged to act in accordance to the Rules, when it is
necessary;
o   Observe the safety procedures;
o     Inform a member/members of the Organizing Committee if they have seen something suspicious
regarding the behavior or health of the rest participants or the safety of the living conditions and the
territory of the event;
o   Treat the facilities with care and respect;  
o   Take care of their personal belongings;
o   Allocate duties among other participants and create appropriate living conditions;
o   Observe personal hygiene and keep all facilities on the territory of the event clean and safe; 
o   Be in the rooms where accommodated for the interval 00:00 till 06:30 a.m., (if no other conditions are
agreed on by the Organizing Committee) and to comply with the requirements for silence and   rest
conditions for other participants;
o     Follow the instructions of the Organizing Committee and the group mentor pertaining to the
arrangement of accommodation, discipline, group duties and the execution of the program. 
      2.3 The participants are not allowed to:    
o   Skip any lecture or activity during the event without providing for valid excuses and notifying their
group mentor or a member of the Organizing Committee about the absence;
o   Trespass private property adjacent to the event area;
o   Remove equipment on the territory of the occasion;
o   Smoke cigarettes outside of the smoking areas;
o   Harm or destroy natural and architectural landmarks on the territory of the event and adjacent areas; 
       2.4 The participants are entitled to:
o   Receive information pertaining to the organization of the event and its program;
o   Use equipment and sport facilities available on the territory of the event which are officially permitted
by the Organizing Committee;
o   Be awarded 3 ECTS and a Certificate for their participation in an event of ASECU Youth if
they have attended no less than 75% of all lectures, presentations, activities and planned meetings;
Medical assistance.
3.      SAFETY MEASURES AND PARTICIPANTS’  RESPONSIBILITIES 
      3.1 During all lectures, activities and meetings the participants should observe all safety measures and
the instructions of the Organizing Committee;
      3.2 The participants should obey road regulations when using public roads;

    3.3 In case of emergency the participants should do what they can to help the person in need and notify 
the Organizing Committee about the accident immediately;
      3.4 All participants are financially liable for the loss or damage caused to the equipment and facilities,
as well as the damage caused to the buildings, natural and architectural landmarks on the territory of the
event;
     3.5 The participants who have violated the Rules could be excluded from the list of participants. The
Organizing Committee is authorized to make any further decisions according to the further participation
of these people in the event [1].
 
Approved by:
Milena Balanova,
President of ASECU Youth
 
[1]     Based on the Rules of Conduct, created for the 8th ASECU Youth International Conference and Summer School,
https://www.unwe.bg/asecuyouth2019/en/pages/15955/rules-of-conduct.html 
Also some ideas for the content are retrieved from: http://www.lse.ac.uk/study-at-lse/Summer-Schools/Summer-
School/Assets/Documents/2017-Summer-School-Programme-TC-and-Code-of-Conduct.pdf; 
https://www.oxbridgeinternationalsummerschool.co.uk/pages/code-of-conduct; 
https://esn.org/sites/default/files/pages/erasmus_student_network_code_of_conduct.pdf?
utm_source=ESNnewsletter&utm_campaign=67ecabb561-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_27&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_d8e5184a62-
67ecabb561-326956517;  
https://www.houstonisd.org/cms/lib2/TX01001591/Centricity/Domain/7905/2019-20CodeofConduct_English.pdf
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8. CONFERENCE TOOLKITS
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Pen 
Badge
Notebook
Logo
T-Shirt

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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ANNEXES



ANNEX 1 – Call for Papers Template for the Summer School
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ANNEX 2 – Template for Requirements to the Article
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ANNEX 3 – Call for Papers Template for the Winter School
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ANNEX 4 – Invitation Letter Template
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